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Another agency that promised well-defined services for Jews 
was the organization for rehabilitation and training 
(ORT) The initial ORT director in Germany Louis J. Walinsky 
stated, the objectives of the Program of the World ORT 
Union, in brief, are to give vocational training to some 12,00 
Jewish DPs in the year 1947.1  The ORT instructively taught 19 
different types of skills in 42 separate training installations 
with 230 different courses in 38 subjects.2  Between 1946-
1947 the instructors were themselves DPs; this factor led 
to the huge success and self-sustaining organizational 
methodology. The ORT instilled the appreciation; dignity, 
and recognition of work. It vastly restored morale, making 
them self-supportive thus improving their immigration 
opportunities. 
 In 1947, the central committee, the jewish 
agency, and ‘the joint’ set up an autonomous educational 
system.3  Under great organizational difficulties, an elaborate 
school system was established. In one years time the system 
complemented itself creating an active rehabilitating 
methodology that allowed the community to thrive. The 
educational programming consisted of agricultural training; 
nursery school; elementary schools; religious schools for 
girls; and Talmudic academies, or Yeshivas for boys; it also 
established Zionist youth organizations. The agricultural 
initiatives prepared youths for immigration eligibility 
to Palestine. Many of these organizations, established by 
the ORT, would thrive and further be used as inspirational 
models in the upcoming establishment of the State of Israel.
 The ORT was also crucial in establishing 
newspapers and documentation services. The highly 
developed political sense of the DPs found its expression 
by publishing more than seventy newspapers printed in 
Hebrew and Yiddish. Again, these newspapers would carry 
the Zionist inspiration and accelerate towards the  
future of Israel.
 

 The processing and organization of DPs proved 
a long drawn out and politically conservative process of 
international checks and balances. American immigration 
policy set tight restrictions and lobbied intently for 
resettlement rather than immigration. American Jews in 
the JDC, however empathetic favored resettlement within 
European countries rather than Jewish DPs immigration 
to the United States. the dp act of 1945 required advanced 
social planning including assurances for housing and skilled 
employment for economic stability.4  The long disheartening 
process of immigration often took a minimum of eight to 
nine months. The internment caused restlessness and the 
continuation of stress amongst the surviving community.
 The success of the ORT training and rehabilitation 
programs prepared survivors with emotional and 
professional strength; a strength that had dissipated through 
years of terror. This strength positioned Jews for their direct 
immigration—primarily to Palestine. Initial reluctance by 
the British government, which controlled Palestine until its 
conversion to Israel, gave way to American Jewish interest, 
which envisioned Palestine as the best possible solution 
to the Jewish immigration problem. The self-sustaining 
directedness of the ORT created the atmosphere for powerful 
success. Zionist organizations also saw this as an important 
movement towards a potential statehood for Jews.
 Commemoration and documentation projects, 
initially established by the ORT, created methods to bring 
Nazi criminals to trial by collecting documentary materials 
of DPs. These early documents, which still used today, were 
the earliest forms of Holocaust studies. Their fruitful efforts 
created the nuremberg trials of nazi war criminals 
in 1945-1946, and subsequent trials of conspirators through 
1949. The DP chapter; with the organization and development 
of the UNRRA, ORT, and a multitude of independent relief 
organizations, in effect created the State of Israel in 1948. The 
last of the DPs gloriously immigrated to Israel in 1950. 
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